PSYCHOLOGY

Explore the biopsychosocial factors that drive thoughts and behaviors

Explore the science of behavior and mental processes in our Psychology program, bringing classroom learning to life in our research labs and in the field. Guided by faculty who are experts in their disciplines, you'll develop a broad background in the field — including perceptual, biological, clinical/counseling, and developmental psychology.

Our program prepares you for careers aimed at improving lives ranging from research assistant to mental health worker, social welfare caseworker to teaching. You'll also foster skills that are attractive and useful in all industries, including critical and logical thinking, data analysis, research, scientific communication and more.

https://manchester.unh.edu/academics/degree-programs/psychology

Programs

• Psychology Major (B.A.) UNHM (http://catalog.unh.edu/undergraduate/manchester/programs-study/psychology/psychology-ba)
• Psychology Minor (UNHM) (http://catalog.unh.edu/undergraduate/manchester/programs-study/psychology/psychology-minor)

Faculty

Psychology Faculty (http://manchester.unh.edu/academics/degree-programs/psychology/#unhstyleCollapsePane73)